Today

11 Visitors in front of tjg’s main entrance during WILDWECHSEL festival in September 2017. © Johannes Friedrich
12 Visitors, Staatsoperette Dresden. © Karl-Ludwig Oberthür
13 Show, Staatsoperette Dresden. © Karl-Ludwig Oberthür
14 Foyers. © www.schmidt.fm
15 Open air performance. © DREWAG
16 Students from four Dresden schools build and present to the public their visions of the ideal future city during the Zukunfts-konferenz der Kinder (Children’s Future Conference). © Marco Prill
17 The Basislager was a temporary space in tjg’s foyer to collect feedback from visitors during WILDWECHSEL festival in September 2017. © Johannes Friedrich
18 Kunsthalle (Exhibition Hall). © DREWAG
19 Café visitors. © www.schmidt.fm
20 Visitors discuss and give feedback in the upper tjg foyer after a performance during WILDWECHSEL festival in September 2017. © Johannes Friedrich